Before the coming of winter, a primitive log fort and church had been erected on the Irtysh at the small Arkarka River, several kilometers below the mouth of the Tara.
1 Although the tsar in distant
Moscow had commanded a settlement at the Tara River, that site was judged less defensible, and in an expedient sleight-of-hand the name "Tara"
was given to a settlement on the Arkarka.
2
The immediate goals of the Tara settlement were accomplished in the next few years:
Kuchum was defeated in 1595 and yet again in 1598, during the reign of Boris Godunov.
After the latter defeat, Kuchum died from unknown causes, presumably while in flight. The main defenders of the Russian presence in the area were the so-called sluzhilye liudi (service people), a diverse group that included:
Cossacks, mounted and "foot"; foreign enlistees; levies of state infantry (streltsy, musketeers), usually from northern towns ranging from Novgorod to Viatka; Tartars; and, as an administrative elite, the so-called "boiars' sons"
(deti boiarskie), who in fact had no familial relation to the state grandees known as boiars.
6
Hierarchy within this diverse group determined matters such as pay and provisioning, but they all had in common a degree of freedom that set them above a peasantry increasingly bound by conditions of enserfment. One specialist has noted: "The service man of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was to a certain degree an adventurer [avantiurist]". Furthermore: "The service man reacted sharply to any infringement of his rights by the voevoda or the superiors, especially when he was compelled to fulfill duties he considered inappropriate".
7
The sluzhilye liudi, be they Cossacks or other groups, resented above all being categorized as peasants and forced to till the land, particularly in a border area subject to raids. In practice, apart from their basic duties defending the Tara fort In preparation for this occupation, Nemchinov had gathered some seventy sympathizers in his house, with the intention of mass suicide from the explosion of barrels of gunpowder at his disposal.
Subsequent accounts vary as to details, but on
June 26 apparently 49 people ran from the house to surrender to the occupying force--which later showed them little mercy. An insufficient charge injured the remaining twenty, five of whom, including Nemchinov, soon died from burns. 15 Having cheated the executioner, his body was quartered and placed on spears for public view and intimidation. In many ways Nemchinov is the most complex and tragic figure of this tragedy. As was frequently the case in the Russian north and Siberia, the lower part of the structure Gagarin granted permission to establish the fort, and thus Omsk came into being as the result of a military defeat and ignominious withdrawal.
As a historical sequel to these dramatic events, it should be noted that Peter was incensed by the debacle, and Bukholts was summoned to Saint Petersburg to answer before a board of inquiry. In January 1719 Bukholts gave an account of the expedition, successfully defended River, and to that end he proposed for the town a second center, located on the left bank behind the Elijah Vorstadt. 34 The visual dominant of this center would be a new church associated with the Western Siberia (Fig. 12) , completed in 1862 to a design by Friedrich Wagner (Vagner), a leading local architect. 40 The restrained design of the exterior is marked by one flourish: a tower with a belvedere that rises above the back of the building.
The middle of the nineteenth century also witnessed construction of a large church dedicated to the Elevation of the Cross (Fig. 13) . Begun in 1865, the church was consecrated in the fall of 1870, with a second altar dedicated in 1896 to the Mother of God, Consolation to All Who Sorrow. environment that continued to be overwhelmingly composed of wooden structures, primarily log houses often decorated with elaborately carved details (Fig. 14) . As elsewhere in Siberia, the Omsk territory had its regional specifics for such ornament, whether in Tara and small villages or in Omsk itself. In addition to profuse ornament based on folk motifs, Omsk also has a few surviving examples of the influence of art nouveau in wooden architecture at the beginning of the twentieth century (Fig. 15) . 42 Some of the log structures were of considerable size and designed by accomplished architects, such as the building for the Western Siberian Division of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, constructed in 1896-1899 by Iliodor Khvorinov (Fig. 16 ). 43 One of the best examples is the Omsk synagogue (Fig. 17) , (Fig. 18) . 46 But Ezet was more than a designer of facades; he took seriously the challenge of providing educational institutions with elements of comfort and hygiene that had previously been ignored, particularly in provincial architecture.
During this same period, the City Council (Duma) of Omsk built a large brick structure on Chernavin Prospect (now Lenin Street) is registered as a monument of early twentieth century architecture, even though some buildings are unattributed as to architect. They include: the Maria Shanina Emporium (Fig. 21) , built in 1898-1900 by Iliodor Khvorinov; the OvsiannikovGanshin Company building (Fig. 22) , completed in 1906); the Moscow Trading Rows (Fig. 23) , built A similar style characterizes the mansion built School (1915) (1916) . 58 The most important of his buildings was the Russo-Asiatic Bank (Fig. 38 The masonry Elijah church is discussed in Lebedeva, "Arkhitektura tserkvei", 95. A plan of the "Elijah Vorstadt" is contained in Kolesnikov, Omsk, 3.
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For a brief note on the fortress gates, see L.S. Khudiakov, "Po sledam utrachennogo", in Vibe, ed., Pamiatniki istorii i kul'tury omskoi oblasti, 62. In 1991 preservationists reconstructed the Tara Gate.
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